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Year 12 Advance Information for Summer Exams 2022 
 

 

 
Dear Parents, 

  

Subject leaders have provided an overview of the key information distributed by Exam 

boards recently with regards to the upcoming exams. This is to help guide students in their 

revision. There are some subjects not included in this document, as we have not been 

provided any advance information for these subjects.  

 

If students have any further questions they should speak to their class teacher.  

 

Mr Calen 

Principal 
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Year 12 AS Politics 
 

Edexcel AS Level Politics Advance Information can be viewed vis this link: 

 

https://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/Politics/2017/Teaching%20and

%20learning%20materials/W73135_GCE_AS_Politics_8PL0_AN_Accessible_version.pdf 

 

Students should continue to revise all topics as very little has been removed in the advance 

information and because information from one topic will often be useful when writing an 

essay on a different topic. 

 

Students should make use of their textbooks, class folders and revision chapters handed out 

in class to revise.  

https://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/Politics/2017/Teaching%20and%20learning%20materials/W73135_GCE_AS_Politics_8PL0_AN_Accessible_version.pdf
https://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/Politics/2017/Teaching%20and%20learning%20materials/W73135_GCE_AS_Politics_8PL0_AN_Accessible_version.pdf
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Year 12 AS English Literature 
 

What should students be doing at home to revise?   

 revising the plot, characters, themes and key quotations together with social, historical 

and genre contexts and different critical views for Twelfth Night and A Streetcar Named 

Desire 

 revising how Rossetti and Carter present their ideas about a range of issues, focusing on 

the impact of language, form and structure 

 revising Rossetti's 'Goblin Market' in close detail and practising making links to her other 

poems in the selection 

 practising formulating a coherent well-evidenced argument to answer the questions 

posed 

 learning relevant quotations from each text 

 practising how to make links between Carter's stories and printed extracts from other 

works written in different times 

 learning all the relevant subject terms for each text 

 developing wider vocabulary and accurate spelling 

 

What revision materials should students have and be using at home? 

Copies of their set texts: Twelfth Night, A Streetcar Named Desire, The Bloody Chamber and 

Other Stories, Selected poems by Christina Rossetti. 

Example essays, notes and hand-outs from their lessons 

All revision materials are on the English One Drive in this link: 

Year 12 Literature 

Have any topics been removed by the advance information?  Is there 

anything students should stop doing? 

No. OCR has told us that for paper 1 Section B, an extract from Rossetti's 'Goblin 

Market' will be printed, but students must still make links between this extract and all 

the other poems in the Selection they have been studying. 

  

https://emschoolco-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/admin25120_englishmartyrs_org/EsvGD_tLqzZEorR0hdDpbW4BUVhVjNg_JsejLTMJrC0Fnw?e=OHP6w4
https://emschoolco-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/admin25120_englishmartyrs_org/EsvGD_tLqzZEorR0hdDpbW4BUVhVjNg_JsejLTMJrC0Fnw?e=OHP6w4
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Year 12 AS Level Psychology 
 

What should students be doing at home to revise?   

 Students should access the advanced information by following this link: 

https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/content/summer-2022/AQA-7181-AI-22.PDF  

 Having accessed the link students should read carefully the Information, Advice 

and Focus for the June 22 exam provided. 

What revision materials should students have and be using at home? 

 Students should be using their Year 1 textbook and lesson notes. 

Have any topics been removed by the advance information? 

By comparing the advanced Information with the full AQA specification, areas removed by 

the advanced information can be identified. 
 

 

  

https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/content/summer-2022/AQA-7181-AI-22.PDF
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Year 12 AS Geography 
 

YR12: AQA AS LEVEL GEOGRAPHY [7036] – GUIDANCE FOLLOWING 

ADVANCED INFORMATION [2022] 

Please find below guidance on the topics to be revised, recommended revision techniques 

and revision resources available for the 2022 AS Level Geography examinations. 

 

Summary of topics to revise for AS Level Geography [2022]: 

PAPER 1 – Physical Geography & People and the Environment 

- Coastal Systems & Landscapes [EXCLUDING COASTAL EROSIONAL FEATURES] 

- Option of EITHER Hazards [EXCLUDING ‘FIRES IN NATURE’ AND CASE STUDIES 

FOR A MULTIHAZARDOUS ENVIRONMENT & AT A LOCAL SCALE [STORM 

DESMOND]] OR Contemporary Urban Environments [EXCLUDING [3.2.3.4] URBAN 

CLIMATE & [3.2.3.5] URBAN DRAINAGE]. 
 

PAPER 2 – Human Geography & Geography Fieldwork Investigation 

- Changing Places  

- ‘Unfamiliar Fieldwork’ & Geographical Skills 

[EXCLUDING HUMAN OR PHYSICAL FIELDWORK QUESTIONS] 

 

 

 

Guidance on revision techniques 

Here are six strategies aimed to improve long-term memory:  

1. Spaced practice – Space out your studying over time so knowledge is rehearsed for 

short periods over a longer period of time e.g. test – space – sketch [mind map] – test 

[using past papers]. 

2. Interleaving i.e. switch between ideas whilst you study by mixing practice of topics;  

3. Retrieval practice i.e. recall something you have learned in the past and bringing it back 

to mind – this could be by writing or sketching [mind mapping]; 

4. Elaboration i.e. describing and explaining something learned to others in as much detail 

as possible or answering a synoptic question that requires connections between ideas; 

5. Dual coding i.e. presenting information both visually and verbally such as creatively 

sequencing coastal landforms using cameras and cake!; or for the less adventurous, 

combining words and drawings;  

6. Concrete examples – Use specific examples to understand abstract ideas e.g. 

understanding hazard management in a particular place by applying the Park model. 
 

Crucially, Get Organised! – Use the summary topic checklists provided in class to 

identify weaknesses in your knowledge and understanding in order to then plan a focused 

revision timetable. 
 

Example plan for a 1 hour period of effective revision: 25 minutes targeted 

revision of your revision flash cards, mind maps or notes; 5 minute break; 25 minutes 

active revision, employing one of six strategies outlined above; 5 minutes to 

review progress and next steps. 
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Revision resources for AQA AS Level Geography [2022] 

A range of resources are available to vary revision are outlined below: 
 

1] Tutor 2 U topic Revision Guides: These guides provided at the beginning of each 

topic include the core notes and case studies that can be condensed and transformed by 
you into mindmaps and/or flash cards for revision. 

2] Revision Guide: AQA A-LEVEL GEOGRAPHY – MY REVISION NOTES 

A second edition of the Hodder revision guide for AQA A-Level Geography provides basic 

notes for the course with additional exam questions, answers and exam tips.  
 

Revision Guide Details: 

Title: AQA A-LEVEL GEOGRAPHY – MY REVISION NOTES [SECOND EDITION] 

ISBN: ISBN-13 978-1398325500 
 

3] Sign up to SENECA [provides basic knowledge and tests to check understanding]: 

Type this url or use the QR code: https://www.senecalearning.com/ 
 

Click ‘Sign Up’ [top right] and complete the form, using your school email address [if you 

have not already done this in class]. 
 

Sign up to ‘AQA A-Level Geography’ 

Click on the ‘Age Group’ filter on the left-hand side and click ‘A Level’ 
 

Click on ‘Subject’ and click on ‘Geography’ 
 

Click on ‘AQA A-Level Geography’ 
 

… this course will now be added to your account as an additional basic resource for 

revision.. 
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Year 12 AS French (AQA) 
 

Students should be doing the following tasks to revise at home: 

 Using their files to revise Key vocabulary and grammatical structures for each topic 

area 

 Using their various Revision Guides to revise all 4 skill areas 

(listening/speaking/reading/writing) 

 Using the Memrise app to revise vocabulary 

 Using oral cards and practice cards to develop speaking confidence 

 Making use of on-line resources to regularly listen to and read French news reports.  

 

The following sub-topics have been highlighted as” the major focus for the content 

of the exam” from Paper 1 and 3 and Paper 2 Section A  

This means they still need to revise the vocabulary and structures for ALL 

topics but can narrow down  oral preparation and focus for revision of content: 

Paper 1: Listening, Reading and Writing and Paper 2 Section A: Translation :- 

3.1.1 Aspects of French-speaking society: current trends 

The changing nature of family (La famille en voie de changement) 

 Grands-parents, parents et enfants – soucis et problèmes 

 La vie de couple – nouvelles tendances 

The 'cyber-society' (La « cyber-société ») 

 Quels dangers la « cyber-société » pose-t-elle? 

The place of voluntary work (Le rôle du bénévolat) 

 Qui sont et que font les bénévoles ? 

 Le bénévolat – quelle valeur pour ceux qui sont aidés? 

3.2.1 Artistic culture in the French-speaking world 

A culture proud of its heritage (Une culture fière de son patrimoine) 

 Comment le patrimoine reflète la culture 

Contemporary francophone music (La musique francophone contemporaine) 

 La diversité de la musique francophone contemporaine 

 Qui écoute et apprécie cette musique? 

Cinema: the 7th art form (Cinéma : le septième art) 

 Le cinéma – une passion nationale? 

 

Paper 3: Speaking 

3.1.1 Aspects of French-speaking society: current trends 

The changing nature of family (La famille en voie de changement) 

 Grands-parents, parents et enfants – soucis et problèmes 

 La vie de couple – nouvelles tendances 

The 'cyber-society' (La « cyber-société ») 

 Qui sont les cybernautes? 

 Quels dangers la « cyber-société » pose-t-elle? 

The place of voluntary work (Le rôle du bénévolat) 

 Qui sont et que font les bénévoles? 
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3.2.1 Artistic culture in the French-speaking world 

A culture proud of its heritage (Une culture fière de son patrimoine) 

 Le patrimoine sur le plan national, régional et local 

 Le patrimoine et le tourisme 

Contemporary francophone music (La musique francophone contemporaine) 

 La diversité de la musique francophone contemporaine 

 Comment sauvegarder cette musique? 

Cinema: the 7th art form (Cinéma : le septième art) 

 Le cinéma – une passion nationale? 

 

 

 

Link to Advance Information document on AQA  website: 

https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/content/summer-2022/AQA-7651-AI-22.PDF 

 

 

“For each paper the list shows the major focus of the content of the exam.  

• Assessment of skills will occur throughout the papers.  

• The aim should still be to cover all specification content in teaching and 

learning.  
• The bullet points in the specification often overlap and, while other areas of 

the specification will not be specifically tested, they may provide underpinning 

knowledge to support understanding of the material provided in the exam” 

(AQA Advice) 

 

  

https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/content/summer-2022/AQA-7651-AI-22.PDF
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Year 12 BTEC Level 3 Extended Certificate 

in Information Technology 

  

All students have taken the examination for Unit 2: Creating Systems to Manage Information in 

January.  BTECS at Level 3 are split in to Units and ALL content is taught with no adjustments made 

for the examinations.  Past papers are provided with revision materials for students to use and 

prepare for the examination. 
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Year 12 AS History 
 

The exam board, Edexcel, have released the following guidance about AS exams in 2022 - 

https://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/History/2015/teaching-and-

learning-materials/W73132_GCE_AS_History_8HI0_AN_Accessible_version1.pdf .   

 

For the USSR, this means that units 1 and 2 will cover the periods 1917-1953, unit 3 will 

cover the whole period 1917-85, and unit 4 will focus on the changing nature, role and 

experience of women and the family, 1917-85. 

 

For the GDR paper, this means that unit 2 has been dropped, and unit 3 has been reduced 

to focus on state control and repression, control of young people through the FDJ, 

propaganda and censorship, the extent of popular support, and the SED and the Protestant 

church. Units 1 and 4 remain the same as expected. 

 

Students should focus their revision around these three key areas: 

 

1) Knowledge Organisation: You need to ensure you have a thorough 

understanding of the key topics within each unit of the USSR and the GDR papers. If 

nothing else, this should include the causes, events, and consequences of each event. 

We do not produce a knowledge organiser for A Level – you are expected to create 

your own using all your research. This can take any form you like, but it should form 

the basis of your revision. 

2) Cognitive Cue Question Cards: You need to practice applying the knowledge to 
specific exam questions. Cognitive cue cards are ideal for this – writing the question 

on one side and the answer on the other. This can be simple knowledge recall 

questions, or full exam questions. But you should be aiming to build a bank of these 

covering all areas of your studies. Once completed, they are a fundamental tool to 

assist you in testing yourself as well as asking others to test you (e.g. friends and 

parents). This will enable you to assess your strengths and weaknesses, to allow 

more focused and strategic revision. 

3) Exam practice: You have been given a spreadsheet with every exam question, 

source, and interpretation for each of the papers you are studying. You should 

practice doing these questions, and when confident you need to try to do it in timed 

conditions. You should be able to have a clear argument, key factors, a clear 

hierarchy of the significance of factors, and key evidence for each factor. When you 

have done this and practiced enough, you will be able to confidently enter the exam 

with the knowledge that you really know your stuff and will be at your best. 

 

 

 
  

https://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/History/2015/teaching-and-learning-materials/W73132_GCE_AS_History_8HI0_AN_Accessible_version1.pdf
https://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/History/2015/teaching-and-learning-materials/W73132_GCE_AS_History_8HI0_AN_Accessible_version1.pdf
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Year 12 Sport Studies 

1. What should students be doing at home to revise?   

o Students should continue to revisit their revision materials whilst also 

completing tasks set in lesson.  

o Students should access all lesson ppoints that have been sent to them. 

o Students can complete the revision workbook tasks. 

2. What revision materials should students have and be using at home? 

o Revise BTEC National Sport Units 1 and 2 Revision Guide 

o Revise BTEC National Sport Units 1 and 2 Revision Workbook 

o Zigzag Revision Guide for BTEC Nationals in Sport: Unit 1 

o watch Mike Tylers youtube channel (revision films) 

3. Have any topics been removed by the advance information?  Is there anything 

students should stop doing?  

o No topics have been removed.  
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Year 12 AS Mathematics 

What should students be doing at home to revise?   

Practicing exam questions which can be accessed from mathsgenie.co.uk. 

Revising topics that have been identified as an area of weakness. 

What revision materials should students have and be using at home? 

Students have access to the textbook. 

Students have individual logins for mymaths.co.uk and integralmaths.org. 

On these websites students can access notes, examples, exercises and worked solutions. 

Have any topics been removed by the advance information?  

No topics have been removed. Students will need to revise everything in preparation for 

Y13 or further studies in Mathematics. 

Please see advanced information links below: 

 

Y12 
GCE AS (8MA0) Mathematics Advance Information (pearson.com) 
 

 

  

https://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/Mathematics/2017/Teaching%20and%20learning%20materials/W73133_GCE_AS_Mathematics_8MA0_AN_Accessible_version.pdf
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Year 12 AS Sociology 

 Revise all topics. No topics have been removed from the exam. 

 Advance information is given for 16 and 20 mark questions, apart from the 20 mark 

methods in context question. 

 Use the question banks and year 12 textbook to revise. Spend extra time practicing 

answering 20 mark questions in families and households and education and 16 mark 

questions in research methods on the advanced information. 

Advanced information June 2022 - AS Sociology (7191) (aqa.org.uk) 

 
 

 

  

https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/content/summer-2022/AQA-7191-AI-22.PDF
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Science Revision for Year 12 
 

Students should: 

Revise all topic areas not just the listed ones.  

Take note of topics that include Practical Skills. 

Spend some time revising one topic using the textbook (or other revision material) then 

practicing relevant past paper questions and self-marking from mark schemes. 
 

 

Biology AS 

H020/01 – Breadth in biology 

• 2.1.2 Biological molecules 

• 4.2.1 Biodiversity 

• 2.1.3 Nucleotides and nucleic acids 

• 3.1.3 Transport in plants 
• 2.1.5 Biological membranes 

H020/02 – Depth in biology 

• 2.1.2 Biological molecules 

• 2.1.5 Biological membranes (includes practical skills) 

• 2.1.6 Cell division, cell diversity and cellular organisation 

• 4.1.1 Communicable diseases, disease prevention and the immune system 

• 4.2.2 Classification and evolution 

 

 

ADVANCE INFORMATION 

https://www.ocr.org.uk/images/H020%20AS%20Level%20Biology%20A%20Advance%20Infor

mation_Jun2022.pdf 

 

Revision resources: 

As well as using their notes and textbooks students may find these resources useful: 

Physics and Maths Tutor: https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/biology-revision/a-level-

ocr-a/ 

Free Science Lessons: https://youtu.be/jMBqK7fj4gk 

OCR website for past papers: https://ocr.org.uk/qualifications/past-paper-finder/ 
 

 

 

Chemistry AS 

Paper 1 Breadth in Chemistry: 

• 2.1.3 Amount of substance (includes practical skills) 

• 4.1.3 Alkenes 

• 3.1.1 Periodicity 

• 3.2.1 Enthalpy changes (includes practical skills) 

• 3.1.3 The halogens (includes practical skills) 

• 2.2.2 Bonding and structure 
• 4.2.2 Haloalkanes 

 

 

 

 

https://www.ocr.org.uk/images/H020%20AS%20Level%20Biology%20A%20Advance%20Information_Jun2022.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/images/H020%20AS%20Level%20Biology%20A%20Advance%20Information_Jun2022.pdf
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/biology-revision/a-level-ocr-a/
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/biology-revision/a-level-ocr-a/
https://youtu.be/jMBqK7fj4gk
https://ocr.org.uk/qualifications/past-paper-finder/
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Paper 2 Depth in Chemistry: 

• 2.1.4 Acids (includes practical skills) 

• 3.2.2 Reaction rates (includes practical skills) 

• 2.1.3 Amount of substance (includes practical skills) 

• 3.2.3 Chemical equilibrium 

• 3.1.2 Group 2 

• 3.2.1 Enthalpy changes 

• 4.1.2 Alkanes 

 

ADVANCE INFORMATION 

https://www.ocr.org.uk/images/H032%20AS%20Level%20Chemistry%20A%20Advance%20Inf

ormation_Jun2022.pdf 

 

Revision resources: 

As well as using their notes and textbooks students may find these resources useful: 
Physics and Maths Tutor: https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/chemistry-revision/ 

Free Science Lessons: 

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL9IouNCPbCxVvlG1z0tSP1zbfyR8O1EMx 

OCR website for past papers: https://ocr.org.uk/qualifications/past-paper-finder/ 

 

 

 

Physics AS 

H156/01 

• 4.4 Waves (includes practical skills) 

• 4.5 Quantum physics (includes practical skills) 

• 4.2 Energy, power and resistance 

• 3.1 Motion 

• 4.3 Electrical circuits 

• 3.5 Newton’s laws of motion and momentum 

• 3.4 Materials (includes practical skills) 

 

H156/02 

• 3.2 Forces in action (includes practical skills) 

• 3.1 Motion (includes practical skills) 

• 4.4 Waves (includes practical skills) 

 

ADVANCE INFORMATION 

https://www.ocr.org.uk/images/H156%20AS%20Level%20Physics%20A%20Advance%20Infor

mation_Jun2022.pdf 

 

Revision resources: 

As well as using their notes and textbooks students may find these resources useful: 

Physics and Maths Tutor https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/physics-revision/ 

Physics Online on Youtube: 
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLlDtVvefFYT9ssj7PogOQQuBrt2wb6E4w 

OCR website for past papers: https://ocr.org.uk/qualifications/past-paper-finder/ 

 

 
  

https://www.ocr.org.uk/images/H032%20AS%20Level%20Chemistry%20A%20Advance%20Information_Jun2022.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/images/H032%20AS%20Level%20Chemistry%20A%20Advance%20Information_Jun2022.pdf
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/chemistry-revision/
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL9IouNCPbCxVvlG1z0tSP1zbfyR8O1EMx
https://ocr.org.uk/qualifications/past-paper-finder/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/images/H156%20AS%20Level%20Physics%20A%20Advance%20Information_Jun2022.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/images/H156%20AS%20Level%20Physics%20A%20Advance%20Information_Jun2022.pdf
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/physics-revision/
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLlDtVvefFYT9ssj7PogOQQuBrt2wb6E4w
https://ocr.org.uk/qualifications/past-paper-finder/
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Year 12 AS Religious Studies (OCR) 
 

For AS and A-Level we have been notified that the units below will be the ‘major focus of 

the content of the exam.’ We are, however, strongly advising students not to cut corners 

and to continue to study the content of the course in its entirety. 

 

The exam board states, ‘some questions may be answerable using more than one area of 

specified content, including ones not listed.’ It goes on to state that ‘students’ responses to 

individual questions may draw upon areas of specification content where relevant, and credit 

will be given for this where appropriate.’ 

 

It appears that credit will be given for any relevant content spanning across the entire 

course. Students may therefore be at a disadvantage if any areas of the course are neglected. 

 

H173/01 Philosophy of religion 
Candidates must answer two questions from the three provided.  

Section Topic 

Philosophical Language and Thought Soul, mind and body 

The Existence of God Arguments based on reason 

God and the World Religious experience 

 

H173/02 Religion and ethics 
Candidates must answer two questions from the three provided.  

Section Topic 

Normative Ethical Theories: Religious Approaches Natural Law 

Normative Ethical Theories Utilitarianism 

Applied Ethics Euthanasia 

 

H173/03 Developments in Christian thought 
Candidates must answer two questions from the three provided. 

Section Topic 

Insight Death and Afterlife 

Foundations The Person of Jesus 

Living Christian Moral Principles 
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Year 12 AS Drama and Theatre   
 
Exam duration – 1 Hour 30 Minutes   

 

Students will need to continue to study the play As You Like It by William Shakespeare (ISBN: 

978-0-141-39627-9) in preparation for their written exam.   

 

In the paper, students will answer three questions based on the following extract:   

From:  page 36:   ‘Enter Duke Senior, Ameins, and Lords, dressed as foresters, or outlaws  

To:  page 44:  Exeunt  

 

Questions could be either design based or acting based.  

Students should continue to study the play in its entirety as part of their revision, as they will need 

to include examples from other scenes of the text in their answers.  
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Year 12 AS Business  

 
Exam board AQA 

 
What Should Students be Doing at Home To Revise? 

 

All Units, 1-6: What is Business; Managers, leadership, and decision making; Decision 

making to improve 1) Marketing, 2) Operational, 3) Finance and 4) Human resources 

performance.  

 

Learn ALL key terms, including formulae and models.  Use the revision materials listed 

below. 

What Revision Materials Should Students have and be using at Home? 

 Your notes. 

 Your text book.  

 Revision Guide (available from the School shop or online; most students have one).  

 Your teacher’s feedback from past papers and case studies. 

 Key Terms Lists. 

 Topic Booklets. 

 Models list. 

 

Have any Topics been Removed by the Advance Information?  Is there anything 

students should stop doing? 

 

Students should revise all topics that have been covered on their AS course. 

AQA, the Examination Board, has advised the major focus of the examinations.  This 

information will be given to students after Easter.  

 

Topics not explicitly given in the list may appear via synoptic questions (which bring 

together knowledge, skills and understanding from across the specification), or in case study 

material.   

 

Students should therefore consider how to focus their revision of other non-listed parts of the 

specification, for example to review whether other topics may provide knowledge which helps 

understanding in relation to the areas being tested in 2022.  

 

Students will be credited for using any relevant knowledge from any non-listed topic areas 

when answering questions. Responses may draw upon other areas of specification content 

where relevant, and credit will be given for this where appropriate.  

 

Students will be expected to apply their knowledge to unfamiliar contexts (e.g. case study 

material).   Students will be expected to draw on knowledge, skills and understanding from 

across the specification when responding to synoptic questions.  

 

https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/business/as-and-a-level/business-7131-7132/changes-for-

2022 

https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/business/as-and-a-level/business-7131-7132/changes-for-2022
https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/business/as-and-a-level/business-7131-7132/changes-for-2022

